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Abstract Recent advances in wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology 

will provide bandwidth intensive multicast applications with large transmit capacities. 

This paper provides two new grooming schemes that lead to efficient resource 

utilization in WDM networks. They are called Light-Tree Division - Destination 

Branch Node based Grooming scheme (LTD-DBNG) and Light-Tree Division - 

Adjacent Node Component based Grooming scheme (LTD-ANCG). These schemes 

are based on the idea of dividing a light-tree into smaller sub-light-trees. They 

improve the efficiency of resource utilization and also lower the 

optical-electronic-optical (O-E-O) conversion overhead. We use computer simulations 

to evaluate the performance of these schemes. Our simulations demonstrate that 

compared with existing algorithms, these schemes significantly reduce the request 



blocking probability but can be implemented with very reasonable electronic 

processing, with LTD-ANCG performing better than LTD-DBNG but with greater 

complexity. We also evaluate the blocking probability of these schemes considering 

variations in the add/drop ratio and demonstrate that a proper choice of this ratio will 

provide target blocking probability with low network costs. 

Keywords Multicast, traffic grooming, lightpath, light-tree, wavelength-division 

multiplexing (WDM) 

1 Introduction 

In optical wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) networks, multiple wavelengths 

with gigabit transmission rates (e.g, OC-48, OC-192 and OC-768.) may 

simultaneously transmit in a terabit/second capable fiber. WDM optical networks 

appear to be the most promising transport technology to facilitate and sustain the 

explosive growth in Internet traffic [1, 2].  

In a wavelength-routed WDM network, data is transported in an all-optical channel 

(i.e. a lightpath) for an end-to-end connection from a source node to a destination. 

This may span multiple fiber links. A wavelength continuity constraint is imposed if 

the light signal is transmitted on the same wavelength on all links of the path without 

using wavelength converters. These lightpaths act as the conduits for upper layer 

traffic to form the logical topology of the network. However, the disparity between 

the bandwidth offered by a lightpath and the bandwidth requirement of a connection 

request can be very large, e.g., OC-48 (2.5Gb/s) vs. STS-1 (51Mb/s). The potential 

inefficiency that may be caused by this disparity has motivated the development of 

techniques that enable multiplexing or grooming of multiple connections or flows to 

share a lightpath so that the overall bandwidth can be more efficiently utilized. 

Achieving efficient traffic grooming for WDM networks has been a challenging 

research topic in recent years [3-9].  

Multicasting applications such as IPTV, video conferencing and streamed video 

broadcasts are expected to be the major drivers for Internet traffic growth. These 



require special considerations in traffic grooming as a tree topology would be an 

optimal basic structure to follow for their implementation. For such applications, a 

natural extension of the lightpath concept, called light-tree can significantly improve 

efficiency and reduce cost. A light-tree is a one-to-many connection in the optical 

layer providing a one-hop logical connection between the root (source) of the tree and 

its other nodes (destinations) [10]. (For a two-node tree, this reduces to a lightpath 

between the two nodes.) We refer to this as a logical one hop tree (LOHT) whereas a 

lightpath is referred to as a logical link (LL).  

A light-tree may be constructed for a point-to-multipoint connection by providing a 

one-hop one-to-many logical path between the source and the multiple destinations. 

(If wavelength continuity constraint is also applied then all the optical links of the 

light-tree must use the same wavelength.) Using optical splitters reduces costs by 

splitting an incoming optical signal along multiple outgoing optical links without 

using optical-electrical-optical (O-E-O) conversion [10]. It should be noted that 

typical multicast applications would only need a fraction of the channel capacity of a 

light-tree and therefore traffic grooming is needed to efficiently share the optical 

bandwidth.  

In static scenarios, efficient traffic grooming may be achieved through optimization, 

e.g. Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [4, 11-13], as the bandwidth demands of the 

various connection requests are known and do not change. Dynamic scenarios are 

more challenging where both routing and wavelength assignments have to be 

dynamically decided in an optimal way for new connection requests, as and when 

they arrive [5, 14, 15]. In this paper, only dynamic traffic scenarios are considered. 

We propose new techniques for configuring light-trees to efficiently meet demands of 

multicast requests in a dynamic fashion through appropriate traffic grooming and 

study their performance through simulations. 

Several multicast traffic grooming algorithms have been proposed earlier [14, 15]. 

In [14], two multicast grooming methods are used, namely, single hop (SH) and 

multiple hops (MH). In SH, an existing light-tree with sufficient available bandwidth 

and the same source and destination nodes as the new multicast request is chosen. 



Here, the optical signal transit from the source to the destinations in one logical layer 

hop without undergoing any electronic processing and queuing delay. This approach 

is simple to implement but it is not efficient, since the probability of multiple arriving 

requests having exactly the same source and destinations is very low. If SH cannot 

find a light-tree, MH is used. MH searches for a light-tree with the same destination 

nodes as the new request and with sufficient available bandwidth. This light-tree in 

conjunction with a lightpath (an existing one or a new one) from the source of the new 

request to the root of this light-tree is then used to admit the new request. This 

provides bandwidth to the new request in two hops in the logical layer and would be 

more likely to succeed than SH. In [15], a multicast tree decompose (MTD) scheme 

was proposed to further improve the blocking performance by accepting a request 

through partial usage of several existing light-trees. While this reduces blocking for 

new requests, the actual grooming is difficult and blocking will still be high.  

A multicast request can also be accommodated using a set of lightpaths that forms a 

source-destinations tree at the logical layer (i.e. a logical tree) [16]. When a multicast 

request is admitted, bandwidths of these lightpaths are allocated to meet its required 

traffic demand. As grooming would occur on each of these lightpaths of the logical 

tree, we call this method the Logical Tree Path grooming scheme (LTPG). A branch 

node of the logical tree duplicates and forwards traffic in the electronic domain 

through a router. Though conceptually simple, it requires O-E-O conversion and 

routing for each data packet at each node of the logical tree. This conversion and 

routing overhead may lead to long latency and router overload [17, 18] and significant 

energy consumption implications [19-21]. A multicast tree with full wavelength 

conversion is constructed in [12, 13] by grooming the multicast traffic in a 

link-by-link fashion. While this would have high resource utilization, it would require 

extensive O-E-O conversion at every node of the network.  

As discussed above, the SH and MH grooming schemes are not efficient since the 

probability of multiple requests having the same destinations is low; while the LTPG 

is expected to have a much higher efficiency, it requires O-E-O conversion at each 

node of the logical tree and may incur queuing delay at each of those nodes. It is 



important to strike a good tradeoff between the blocking performance and the 

electronic processing overheads. To address the above problems, this paper proposes 

two new grooming schemes, called Light-Tree Division - Destination Branch Node 

based Grooming scheme (LTD-DBNG) and Light-Tree Division - Adjacent Node 

Component based Grooming scheme (LTD-ANCG). The idea behind these schemes 

is to divide a light-tree into smaller sub-light-trees to improve the resource utilization. 

With the new schemes, a multicast request may occupy several LOHTs to service all 

its destinations, where the individual LOHTs are interconnected through bridging 

nodes (referred to as BLOHTs) which receive optical signals from the upstream 

LOHT, duplicates them in electronic domain and sends copies to downstream 

LOHTs. The number of BLOHTs traversed by a multicast request represents the 

degree of O-E-O processing required to service it and may also cause additional 

latency (queuing delay). Apart from improving efficiency relative to other algorithms, 

these new schemes also have low O-E-O conversion overheads and provide better 

overall resource utilization. Extensive simulation experiments show that compared 

with existing algorithms, these significantly reduce the request blocking probability 

but can be implemented with reasonable electronic processing. The LTD-ANCG 

performs better than the LTD-DBNG. We also investigate the blocking performance 

of these schemes with variations in the add/drop ratio and show that a proper choice 

of this ratio will provide optimal blocking performance with low network costs.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes certain 

relevant basic concepts associated with multicast traffic grooming. Section III 

presents our proposed techniques for configuring light-trees for multicast 

communications. Different multicast grooming schemes are described in Section IV. 

Section V presents performance evaluation and the paper is concluded in Section VI. 



2 Tree routing algorithms and node architecture for 

multicast traffic grooming  

2.1 Tree routing algorithms 

Multicast transmission in an optical network would typically require a light-tree 

rooted at the source node. Given the edge costs, the problem of finding a Steiner tree 

with the minimum total edge cost is known to be NP-complete [22, 23]. It is therefore 

not scalable, so heuristic algorithms are needed. Two efficient heuristic algorithms 

have been reported in [24, 25]. These are: 

1) Pruned Prim’s Heuristic (PPH) [24]: It derives a minimum spanning tree (MST) 

using Prim’s MST algorithm, then prunes unwanted arcs in the MST. 

2) Minimum-cost Path Heuristic (MPH) [25]: It constructs the tree by adding 

destinations one by one that is the nearest to the partially built tree and adding the 

shortest path to the partially built tree.  

 In this work, whenever required, the MPH is used to find the minimum cost Steiner 

tree and the Djikstra Algorithm is used to find the shortest path between nodes.  

2.2 Node architecture 

A Multicast Capable Optical Switch (MC-OXC), e.g. [12, 26], has a built-in 

capability of traffic duplication to support multicasting at the optical layer. The 

MC-OXC of [26] uses a Splitter And Delivery (SAD) switch to simultaneously 

support both multicast and unicast traffic. This MC-OXC can also be extended to 

support traffic grooming with the addition of a grooming fabric (i.e. IP multicast 

capable router) as in [14]. This is referred to as a multicast capable optical grooming 

switch (MC-OGSW), which is a combination of the MC-OXC of [26] and a grooming 

fabric. This MC-OGSW will give strictly non-blocking switching with multicasting 

capability in both optical and logical layers.  



2.3 Network architecture 

In this paper, we consider a bidirectional network graph G(V, E), where V is the set of 

network nodes and E is the set of bidirectional optical fiber links. We assume that 

each bidirectional fiber link consists of two optical fibers transmitting in opposite 

directions and each fiber has W wavelengths each of a bandwidth capacity of C. We 

also assume that the same wavelength has to be assigned to all links of a lightpath (or 

light-tree) so that the wavelength continuity constraint is met. We assume a dynamic 

operating scenario where multicast connection requests arrive following a Poisson 

process. A multicast connection request is denoted by r(s, D, b) where s is the source 

node, D is the set of multicast destinations and b is the requested bandwidth.  

3 Light-tree configuration  

From the resource sharing point of view, small light-trees are better as they can be 

shared by more multicast connections. However, provisioning for multicast requests 

will require more O-E-O conversions (for inter-tree linkages) and result in more 

queueing delay if small trees are used. In practice, a balance between resource sharing 

and O-E-O conversion would be needed.  

Consider a light-tree that has been configured for servicing a multicast request. The 

nodes of the light-tree may be categorized as follows. 

(a) Root Node (R): Source of multicast request. 

(b) Leaf Node (L): Destination(s) of multicast request. 

(c) Intermediate Node (I): a node that forwards optical signal from an input port to 

one or more output ports (but is not a destination node itself).  

(d) Destination Branch Node (DB): a node that forwards optical signal from an input 

port to one or more output ports and is also a destination node. Splitter is required 

to duplicate data for this node itself.  



3.1 Light-tree division at DB nodes (LTD-DBN) 

Dividing light-trees at DB nodes would save on drop ports as optical to electrical 

conversion is anyway needed at these nodes. The DB nodes may also be used to 

divide the original light-tree into smaller trees which may also use different 

wavelengths, if needed. Since a grooming fabric will also be included in the DB node, 

traffic originating at the node can also be groomed and added to the optical signal 

transmitted on the smaller trees. The algorithm for LTD-DBN is given in the 

Appendix. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Original light-tree for multicast {1; 3, 4, 5, 6; 0.5C}. (b) Two divided trees. (c) New request {1; 3, 4; 0.5C} groomed 

with multicast {1; 3, 4, 5, 6; 0.5C}. (d) New request {2; 5, 6; 0.5C} is groomed with multicast {1; 3, 4, 5, 6; 0.5C}. 

 

The benefit of the LTD-DBN approach is illustrated by the example presented in 

Fig.1. We use the notation {s; d1, d2, …,dn; b} to represent a multicast of bandwidth 

b from source s to destinations d1,…,dn. Here the original light-tree of Fig. 1(a) is for 

the multicast request {1; 3, 4, 5, 6; 0.5C}, where C is the capacity of each of the 

wavelength channels. In Fig. 1(b), this is divided into two sub-light-trees at the DB 

node 3. This allows a new request {1; 3, 4; 0.5C} to be accommodated as in Fig. 1(c). 

Moreover, by adding a lightpath (2, 3), a new request {2; 5, 6; 0.5C} is also 

simultaneously accommodated as in Fig. 1(d). This combination of two sub-light-trees 

and one lightpath allows an overall wavelength utilization of 83.33%. Using 

LTD-DBN, the size of the optical tree becomes smaller, with a finer grooming 

granularity and higher resource utilization. 



When the original light-tree is divided into sub-light-trees, it becomes possible to 

use different wavelengths in the different sub-light-trees. This makes wavelength 

assignments also easier. For example, the sub-light-trees of Fig.1 may use different 

wavelengths with the DB node 3 connecting the two trees electronically. 

3.2 Light-tree division-adjacent node component (LTD-ANC) 

For high resource utilization, the wavelength channels, i.e. lightpaths and light-trees, 

should be intensely shared. However, there would be a trade-off between such 

resource sharing and the amount of O-E-O conversion that would be required in the 

network. Assigning wavelengths to lightpaths between individual nodes would lead to 

the most intense wavelength channel sharing in multicast situations but would require 

O-E-O conversion at a very large number of nodes. This is the approach taken by the 

Logical Tree Path Grooming (LTPG) scheme used for comparison later. This has a 

drawback related to the high degree of O-E-O conversion required. (We include a 

summary of this grooming algorithm in the Appendix.)  

 

Fig. 2. Four Categories of Adjacent Node Components (sub-light-trees). 

 

Resource utilization in multicasting can be increased by sharing light-trees as much 

as possible. This is achieved by dividing a light-tree into smaller sub-light-trees in a 

way such that O-E-O conversion and electronic routing is kept low. At the logical 

layer of a network, LOHTs would be selected to groom the new requests. The success 

of grooming is highly related to the number of types of LOHTs. A type of LOHTs is 

identified by the root and leaves of that LOHT. LOHTs with different roots or 

different set of leaves belong to different types of LOHTs. With the same traffic load, 

a logical layer with less number of types would have higher successful grooming 



probability than one with more types. The reason for that is that it is more likely that 

one can successfully select the LOHTs from a small number of types to sustain the 

new request. We achieve this in the proposed LTD-ANC approach by dividing a 

light-tree into four categories of sub-light-trees called adjacent node components. 

These four categories correspond to four different basic topologies as illustrated in 

Fig. 2 and have at most two optical hops. Note that these sub-light-trees are actually 

the light-trees between adjacent nodes. When dividing a light-tree into these 

components, we give category-1 the highest priority while category-4 (which is 

merely a lightpath between two adjacent nodes) has the lowest priority. The algorithm 

for identifying these components is given in the Appendix.  

 

Fig. 3. Light tree Division-Adjacent Node Component Approach. 

 

Suppose that a network has |V| nodes, and every node has the same nodal degree M. 

In theory, for each node, the number of possible LOHTs belonging to four different 

categories are  
2 3 1

1 1 1( ... M
M M MM C C C 
     ),

2 3 ... ,M
M M MC C C    

1
1MM C   and

1
MC , 

respectively. The total number of possible LOHTs is
1 1) 2M( (2 1)MV M     , which is 



much less than 
1(2 1)NV    of SH trees (every node has | | 12V  1  LOHTs to other 

nodes). 

Fig. 3 gives an example where the original light-tree of Fig. 3(a) is divided into the 

four categories of adjacent node components (sub-light-trees). Following the 

LTD-ANC algorithm, these sub-light-trees (thick links) are identified step-by-step 

from Fig. 3(b) to (f). The final collection of these sub-light-trees is given in Fig. 3(f).  

Table 1 Notations used in this paper 

Symbol  Description 

G(V, E) A undirected network graph denoting a network 

V The set of nodes of G 

E The set of edges of G 

|V| The number of nodes of G 

|E| The number of edges of G 

W The number of wavelengths per fiber 

C The capacity of a wavelength 

r(s, D, b) A multicast request 

s The source of r 

D The destinations of r 

b The bandwidth demand of r 

AG An auxiliary graph 

CG A current graph, including all resources information 

LL Logical link 

LOHT Logical one-hop tree 

LOHTr The list of logical one-hop trees occupied by r 

BLOHT Bridge of LOHTs 

BLOHTr The number of bridges of LOHTs traversed by r 

NLTr The list of new light-trees needed by r 

NLTs The list of new sub-light-trees 

pij The cost of link (i, j) of auxiliary graph constructed in optical layer 

l ij The cost of link (i, j) of auxiliary graph constructed in logical layer 

BR The number of blocked requests 

TR The number of total requests 

BP Blocking probability 

ADR The add/drop ratio 

out_degree(u) The number of edges leaving vertex u 

 



4 Multicast traffic grooming algorithms 

In this section, we provide the traffic grooming procedures using LTD-DBN and 

LTD-ANC. We subsequently compare their performance with the SH and MH 

schemes of [14] and the LTPG scheme mentioned earlier. (See Appendix for more 

information on these algorithms.) For the benefit of the reader, we list in Table 1 the 

various symbols and notation used in this paper. 

4.1 The LTD-DBN based grooming scheme (LTD-DBNG) 

We provide below the LTD-DBN based grooming algorithm (LTD-DBNG). (Three 

sub-algorithms included in the algorithm are given in the Appendix.) Given the 

current graph CG of the network containing resources in the logical and optical layers 

and the new multicast request r(s,D,b), this algorithm finds the route and the resources 

required if the request is admitted.   

 

INPUT: CG, r(s, D, b) 

BEGIN 

STEP 1: 

Call Logical Layer Grooming Sub-Algorithm(CG, r(s, D, b)), returns LOHTr. If all nodes of D are reached by LOHTr, 

go to STEP 6, otherwise, go to STEP 2. 

STEP 2: 

Call Build New Light-trees Sub-Algorithm(CG, r(s, D, b), LOHTr), returns NLTr. If all destinations which are not 

honored by LOHTr , can be accommodated by NLTr , go to STEP 3, otherwise block r. 

STEP 3: 

Call LTD-DBN Sub-Algorithm(CG, NLTr), returns sub-light-trees NLTs . 

STEP 4: 

FOR each tree T of NLTs DO 

IF a LOHT with at least a free bandwidth b and having the same source and destinations of T, exists in logical layer 

of CG DO  

Delete T from NLTs and add the LOHT of T into LOHTr . 



STEP 5: 

FOR each tree T of NLTs DO 

Allocate a wavelength along links of T and one add port at source of T and one drop port at each destination of T. If 

fail, block r. 

Add the information of the LOHT of T into CG logical layer.  

Add the LOHT of T into LOHTr .  

STEP 6: 

FOR each LOHT of LOHTr DO 

Reduce b bandwidth of corresponding LOHT in logical layer of CG. 

END 

 

In Step 1, the Logical Layer Grooming Sub-Algorithm tries to admit the new request 

into the existing light-trees by selecting multiple LOHTs, each of which has sufficient 

free bandwidth (at  least b) and whose set of leaves is a subset of the destination set. 

Some new nodes may be added into destinations because this scheme allows a node 

which is neither the source nor a destination to be a bridge of two or more LOHTs 

(BLOHT).  The selected LOHTs are saved in LOHTr as the output of the algorithm. 

In Step 2, the Build New Light-trees Sub-Algorithm is called to construct new 

light-trees to reach destinations D’, i.e. those that cannot be reached by the selected 

existing LOHTs (i.e. LOHTr). These new light-trees can root at any node connected to 

the source of the request by the LOHTr obtained in Step 1. In Appendix, steps 1 and 2 

of the Build New Light-trees Sub-Algorithm find the set S containing nodes being 

connected to the source s by LOHTr; steps 3-5 construct new light-trees to 

accommodate the destinations D’. After Step 2 of the LTD-DBNG, LOHTr and the 

new light-trees NLTr connect each other to form a tree topology to accommodate the 

multicast request. In Step 3, the new light-trees are subdivided using the LTD-DBN 

Sub-Algorithm. All light-trees of NLTr are divided from DB nodes to get smaller 

light-trees which are saved in NLTs. Step 4 further improves the resource utilization 

with SH grooming of NLTs. Some LOHTs of the logical layer may have the same end 

nodes as the smaller light-trees. Hence grooming the traffic into existing LOHTs 



increases resource sharing and saves wavelength resources. Step 5 allocates 

wavelength and add/drop resources to the new light-tree NLTs. After resources are 

successfully allocated in the optical layer, a corresponding LOHT is added to the 

logical layer with available bandwidth C, and the same LOHT is also added to LOHTr 

of request r. Finally, Step 6 allocates a bandwidth b for every LOHT of LOHTr in the 

logical layer which concludes the successful routing of the multicast request r(s, D, b) 

in the current network CG. 

 

Fig. 4. An example for illustrating the operation of LTD-DBNG. 

 

To illustrate the operation of LTD-DBNG, an example is given in Fig.4. All 

existing LOHTs of current graph (CG) are shown in Fig. 4(a), and the new request is 

{6; 1, 2, 8, 9; b}. Suppose the available bandwidths of all LOHTs in Fig. 4(a) are 

larger than b. At Step 1, calling the Logical Layer Grooming Sub-Algorithm, LOHT 

{3; 8, 9} is selected to groom traffic to destinations 8 and 9 in Fig. 4(b). LOHT {3; 4, 

8, 9} will not be selected as node 4 does not belong to the destinations set. Note that, 

the root of the selected LOHT {3; 8, 9} is not the source of the request and does not 

belong to the destination set, it will be added to the destination set of the request, and 

leaves 8 and 9 will be deleted from the destination set. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the 

Logical Layer Grooming Sub-Algorithm will also select the other two LOHTs {6; 1} 

and {2; 3} (actually two logical links). There is a LOHT from node 5 to node 3, which 

can reach one destination node, the same as the LOHT from node 2 to 3, but the 



algorithm selects the LOHT from node 2 to 3 as it would not introduce another node 

into the destination set. At Fig. 4(d), a new light-tree (actually a light-path) is setup 

from node 1 to node 2 to fulfill the request. Note that, the new light-tree can be rooted 

at the source 6 or node 1, but node 1 is selected, since this requires less resource. Four 

LOHTs including a newly built are used to accommodate the request, and 3 BLOHT 

(nodes 1, 2 and 3) are traversed to merge these LOHTs. The request {6; 1, 2, 8, 9; b} 

is successfully accommodated by reserving a bandwidth b on each of the four LOHTs. 

4.2 The LTD-ANC based grooming scheme (LTD-ANCG) 

The algorithm for the LTD-ANCG scheme is the same as that given earlier for the 

LTD-DBNG except that the LTD-ANC Sub-Algorithm (given in the Appendix) is 

called at Step 3 instead of the LTD-DBN Sub-Algorithm. In the LTD-ANC 

Sub-Algorithm, adjacent node components are classified into four categories with 

Category-1 having the highest priority and Category-4 the lowest priority. This 

ensures that optical splitting and forwarding are maintained after the light-tree 

division.  

4.3 Routing in the optical layer 

To derive a lightpath between two nodes, we use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the 

shortest path between them. (MPH is based on Dijkstra’s algorithm.) To calculate the 

shortest path in the optical layer, we first generate an auxiliary graph and then run 

Dijkstra’s algorithm on it. For this, we use the link cost pij of link (i, j) to be 1 if link 

(i, j) exists in the optical layer and has free wavelengths; otherwise, we use pij=∞. 

With this setting, the shortest path derived is the path with the least optical hop count 

between two nodes.  

4.4 Routing in the logical layer for LTPG 

The LTPG algorithm used for comparisons here needs shortest path routing in the 

logical layer to construct a logical tree for a multicast request. For this, we first 

generate an auxiliary graph with LLs with sufficient available bandwidth for the new 



request and then calculate shortest paths using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Let lij be the cost 

of link (i, j) of the auxiliary graph. For simplicity, we set lij = 1 if a LL exists between 

i and j; otherwise set lij = ∞ (i.e, i and j are not directly connected by an LL) in the 

auxiliary graph. With this setting, the shortest path derived is the path with the least 

logical hop count between two nodes.  

4.5 Releasing resources on multicast call completion 

When a multicast request terminates, the resources allocated to the request will be 

released. The bandwidth would be returned to every LOHT occupied by the request. 

Once this is done, if the free bandwidth of a LOHT equals C (i.e. capacity of a 

wavelength), then we tear down the light-tree in the optical layer which maps to the 

LOHT in the logical layer and release the wavelength of optical links of the light-tree. 

We then delete the LOHT in the logical layer, and the light-tree in the optical layer, 

because there is no traffic being transmitted in the light-tree. 

5 Performance evaluation 

Extensive simulations were conducted to study the performance of the proposed 

schemes, LTD-DBNG and LTD-ANCG, and compare them with SH, MH and LTPG. 

The comparison was carried out in terms of the blocking probability (BP), the average 

number of LOHTs per admitted request (Avg. No. of LOHTs) and the average 

number of bridges of LOHTs per admitted request (Avg. No. of BLOHTs). These are 

defined as:  
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where TR is the total number of requests and BR is the total number of blocked 

requests. 

5.1 Test networks and traffic model 

We evaluate the performance of the new schemes using two network topologies, 

NSFnet and COST239, shown in Fig. 5. The former has 14 nodes and 21 links, with 

average nodal degree of 3. The latter has 11 nodes and 26 links, with average nodal 

degree of 4.727. The number of wavelengths per fiber link W is set to 64 in NSFnet, 

and set to 32 in COST239. The following assumptions are relevant to either the 

NSFnet or the COST239 networks. There are no wavelength converters, so all 

light-trees and lightpaths must satisfy wavelength continuity constraint. 

(a) (b)  

Fig. 5.  Test networks used in simulation. (a) NSFnet, (b) COST239. 

 

We assume that every node is able to generate multicast requests. Multicast request 

arrivals are assumed to follow a Poisson process with rate λ and their holding times 

are assumed to have a negative exponential distribution with a mean 1/μ. For 

simplicity the bandwidth required by the requests is assumed to be uniformly 

distributed between (0, C], where C is the bandwidth of a wavelength channel. A 

request is rejected immediately if the network cannot support it. The source of a 

multicast request is randomly chosen from the network nodes. The number of 

multicast destinations, denoted by the random variable X, is assumed to have a 

truncated geometric distribution [27], with parameter q (0 < q < 1). The probability of 

a multicast request having k destinations and the mean number of the destinations are 

given as:  
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where N is the maximal number of the destinations, N=|V|-1. 

5.2 Blocking probability comparison  
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Fig. 6. Blocking probability comparison for the five schemes.  

Figs. 6 (a) and (b) compare the blocking probability (BP) of five schemes, SH, MH, 

LTPG, LTD-DBNG and LTD-ANCG  in NSFnet and COST239, where the mean 



values of  the multicast destination size are 5 and 4, respectively. As seen from the 

curves, BP increases with the traffic load, as expected.  It is demonstrated that the 

LTPG gives the lowest BP, followed by LTD-ANCG, LTD-DBNG, MH and SH in an 

ascending order. As shown in Fig. 6, the BPs of SH and MH are almost identical 

(overlapped) and are much higher than that of other schemes. The reason for this is 

that the probability of finding requests with the same destinations and that of finding a 

request with the same destinations and the same source are both very low. SH and 

MH perform the worst because a large portion of bandwidth resources are wasted 

since very few requests are able to share light-trees; this also leads to the blocking of 

requests that arrive later.  

We give an example to show why SH and MH has low resource utilization and 

exhibit very similar performance. Consider a network with |V| nodes, and the 

destinations size of multicast requests is T. If we randomly generate two multicast 

requests, then the probability of two requests having the same source and destinations 

is 2
| | 11/ ( )T
VV C   (for SH), and the probability of two requests having the same 

destinations is 21/ ( )T
VC  (for MH). If |V|= 14 and T = 5, the probability of two requests 

that can share a light tree is 3.08×10-9 for SH, and 6.04×10-7 for MH. Both of them are 

negligible.   

Compared with SH and MH, LTD-DBNG and LTD-ANCG significantly improve 

the BP performance. This agrees with our expectation: by dividing light-trees into 

small ones, resource utilization can be improved and BP can be reduced.  

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 6 (a), with LTD-DBNG, the BP is reduced by a range of 

about 2.8 orders of magnitude (at traffic load of 100 erlangs) to about 0.8 orders of 

magnitude (at traffic load of 150 erlangs), while with LTD-ANCG, the BP is reduced 

by a range of about 5.6 orders of magnitude to about 1.9 orders of magnitude. 

LTD-ANCG performs better than LTD-DBNG, which confirms our prediction that 

decreasing the number of LOHT types can improve resource utilization and hence 

reduce BP.  



LTD-ANCG performs close to LTD-DBNG in the COST239 network, as shown in 

Fig. 6(b). The reason may be that the COST239 network has a higher nodal degree 

than the NSFnet, and a high nodal degree leads to a larger number of LOHT types, 

resulting in lower resource utilization.   

In both Figs. 6(a) and (b), LTPG has the lowest BP. This can be explained as 

follows: Traffic grooming among lightpaths can achieve higher resource utilization 

than that among light-trees, even with small sub-light-trees. A lightpath is an extreme 

case of a light-tree with only one destination. The probability of finding a lightpath to 

groom requests of the same destination is much higher than that of finding a light-tree 

to groom requests of the same set of destinations.    
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Fig. 7.  Blocking probability comparisons with different mean values of the multicast destination size 

(traffic load fixed at 140 erlangs in NSFnet). 

 

We also compare the BP of the five schemes with different mean values of the 

destination size in Fig. 7. The test network is NSFnet, and the traffic load is set to 140 

erlangs. As shown in Fig. 7, LTPG and LTD-ANCG have a cross-over point at a low 

mean value of the destination size (about 4). Below this point, the BP of LTD-ANCG 

is lower than that of LTPG. This is because with fewer destinations, a light-tree 

without many braches is more like a light-path, and LTD-ANCG would divide the 

light-path into short light-paths, which will increase the resource utilization. 



5.3 Comparison of avg. no. of LOHTs and avg. no. of BLOHTs 

Though the BP of LTPG is the lowest, it may not be a practical grooming scheme. In 

LTPG, logical trees are constructed only with lightpaths, instead of light-trees, and the 

number of lightpaths needed for a multicast request is larger than that of light-trees as 

a lightpath can reach fewer nodes than a light-tree does. Fig. 8 shows the average 

number of LOHTs occupied by a multicast request for the schemes studied in this 

paper (except SH as exactly one LOHT is used in SH). In both test networks, LTPG 

has the largest avg. no. of LOHTs per multicast request and MH has the lowest value. 

Both LTD-DBNG and LTD-ANCG have a smaller average number of LOHTs to 

support a request as sub-light-trees can reach multiple nodes simultaneously.  
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the mean no. of LOHTs per multicast request. 



As shown in Fig. 8 (a), in NSFnet, the average number of LOHTs of LTD-ANCG is 

slightly higher than that of LTD-DBNG since sub-light-trees of LTD-ANCG (i.e. 

light-trees among adjacent nodes) are smaller than that of LTD-DBNG. This is 

because in a network with a small nodal degree such as NSFnet, sub-light-trees 

obtained by LTD-ANC approach would reach fewer nodes and hence a request would 

occupy more sub-light-trees. For the case of COST239 presented in Fig. 8(b), the avg. 

no. of LOHTs of LTD-ANCG is almost the same as that of LTD-DBNG.  This is 

because the COST239 has a higher nodal degree and the sub-light-trees obtained by 

LTD-ANC approach become larger.    
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the ave. no. of BLOHTs with different grooming schemes.  

 



Fig. 9 shows the average number of BLOHTs needed by a multicast request for 

different schemes. The average number of LOHTs for MH is about one, and hence its 

average number of BLOHTs is nearly zero, so it is not included in Fig. 9. The average 

number of LOHTs for SH is exactly one and hence it is also not included in Fig. 9.  

Since a bridge node connects multiple LOHTs by O-E-O conversion, so the average 

number of BLOHTs per multicast request represents the degree of O-E-O conversion 

and electronic forwarding in the network (i.e, electronic processing overhead).  

As shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), LTPG has the largest average number of BLOHTs 

and hence requires more O-E-O conversion and electronic forwarding. Our new 

schemes, LTD-ANCG and LTD-DBNG, have smaller values in both test networks. 

Specifically, in the NSFnet (Fig. 9 (a)), the average number of BLOHTs is about 1.93 

for LTD-DBNG, and is about 2.03 for LTD-ANCG. However, LTPG has the largest 

average number of BLOHTs of about 2.3. So LTD-DBNG reduces about 16% for the 

average number of BLOHTs per multicast request, which also means a reduction of 

about 16% O-E-O conversion and electronic forwarding in the network, while 

LTD-DBNG reduces about 12% of O-E-O conversion and electronic forwarding. In 

the COST239 (Fig. 9(b)), LTD-ANCG achieves the lowest average number of 

BLOHTs per multicast request. This is because the COST239 has a higher nodal 

degree, sub-light-trees obtained by LTD-ANC become larger and also a bridge of 

LOHTs in a denser network may connect more LOHTs. With a small average number 

of BLOHTs, more traffic would bypasses electronic routers, staying in optical 

domain, which can significantly lower the burden of electronic processing [10].  

From the figures above, we can observe that, our new schemes can achieve a good 

tradeoff between the BP and the number of LOHTs occupied by a multicast request 

and the degree of O-E-O conversion and electronic processing as compared to SH, 

MH and LTPG schemes. Especially, LTD-ANCG has the similar blocking 

performance of LTPG, and reduced O-E-O conversion and electronic processing in a 

moderate nodal degree network such as NSFnet. 



5.4 Effect of add/drop ratios on BP performance 

For grooming low bandwidth connections into lightpaths or light-trees, optical signals 

have to be converted into electronic signals. After being groomed, they are converted 

back to optical signals and sent out. Optical add/drop ports are needed at each 

network node, which consists of an optical cross-connect (OXC) and an electric router 

[28], to facilitate traffic grooming. An add port is used at the source node of a 

lightpath or a light-tree, and a drop port is needed at the destination node of a 

lightpath, or each destination node of a light-tree. Earlier, we assumed that add/drop 

ports are always available. However, if the number of add/drop ports is limited, it may 

not be possible to set a new lightpath or light-tree even if there are spare wavelengths.  

As in [28], it is important to investigate the impact of the add/drop ratio on the 

blocking performance. The add/drop ratio (ADR) is defined as the number of 

add/drop ports per fiber to the number of wavelengths per fiber [28].  

Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the BP versus the add/drop ratio (ADR) for NSFnet and 

COST239, respectively. Here the traffic load is fixed at 130 erlangs in NSFnet and 

140 erlangs in COST239. The ADR is varied from 10% to 100% (100% means the 

number of add/drop ports equals to that of input/output wavelength ports). As shown 

in Fig. 10, when the traffic load is low, as the ADR increases, the blocking probability 

of each scheme decreases rapidly. However, once the ADR reaches a certain threshold 

value, the increase of the ADR does not reduce the blocking probability, remaining 

almost unchanged regardless of the increase in ADR. As shown in Fig. 10, the 

threshold value is approximately 0.4 for all schemes in NSFnet. In COST239, the 

threshold value is about 0.5 for LTPG, and 0.4 for other schemes. Our simulation 

results also demonstrate that when the number of wavelengths per fiber or traffic load 

is changed, similar conclusions are observed, i.e., a threshold value exists for each 

scheme. The existence of a threshold value is also reported in the case of unicast 

grooming [28, 29], which can be explained by the same reason that only a fraction of 

traffic is terminated and dropped at each OXC and the rest of traffic bypasses the 

electronic processing. The threshold value for the ADR can be used to determine the 



optimal number of add/drop ports needed at an OXC to get almost the same blocking 

performance as the case with the 100% ADR without paying unnecessary network 

costs. A smaller ADR means that one can use fewer add/drop ports, leading to lower 

cost of OXCs and electronic routers.   
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the five schemes in terms of BP by varying ADR when the traffic load is fixed.   

 

  Because of the similarity between SH and MH, these two algorithms have almost 

the same BP when varying the ADR. LTPG has the best blocking performance, 

followed by LTD-ANCG, LTD-DBNG, MH and SH in an ascending order. This 



result is consistent with the blocking performance shown in Fig. 6 without the ADR 

constraint.  

6 Conclusions 

We have considered the problem of multicast traffic grooming in WDM mesh 

networks. Observing that the division of a light tree into smaller sub-light-trees would 

improve resource utilization, we proposed two new grooming schemes, namely 

Light-Tree Division - Destination Branch Node based Grooming scheme 

(LTD-DBNG) and Light-Tree Division - Adjacent Node Component based Grooming 

scheme (LTD-ANCG). Apart from being more efficient than other algorithms 

available in current literature, our proposed schemes also have low 

optical-electronic-optical (O-E-O) conversion and electronic forwarding overheads 

and provide better overall resource utilization. Extensive simulation experiments have 

been carried out to study the blocking performance, the average number of logical 

one-hop trees and the average number of bridge nodes occupied by a multicast 

connection. The results show that compared to the existing schemes (SH, MH and 

LTPG), the proposed new schemes can strike a good tradeoff between the blocking 

performance and the electronic processing overheads. LTD-ANCG performs better 

than LTD-DBNG. We also investigate the blocking performance of these schemes 

with variations in the add/drop ratio and show that a proper choice of this ratio will 

provide optimal blocking performance with low network costs.  

Appendix 

Single Hop (SH) Algorithm 

INPUT: CG, r(s, D, b) 

BEGIN 

Step 1.  

In the logical layer, check for existence of a LOHT, with source s and set of destinations  D, that has at least free bandwidth 

b. If  such a LOHT exists, go to Step 3, else continue. 



Step 2.  

Use MPH to build a new light-tree from s to D in the optical layer, assign wavelength and add/drop ports to the new light-tree. 

If succeed, continue, else block r and end the Algorithm  

Step 3.   

Reduce the available bandwidth of the LOHT by b. 

END 

 

Multiple Hop (MH) Algorithm 

INPUT: CG, r(s, D, b) 

BEGIN 

Step 1.  

In the logical layer, check for existence of  a LOHT, whose source is s and its set of destinations is D, that has at least free 

bandwidth b. If yes, go to Step 5, else continue. 

Step 2. 

Check whether a LOHT, in which the set of destinations is D,  having at least free bandwidth b, exists. If such a LOHT 

exists, save this LOHT, continue, else go to Step 4. 

Step 3.  

Check whether a LL with at least free bandwidth b from s to the root of the LOHT found in Step 2 exists. If yes, save the LL, 

go to Step 5, else continue. 

Step 4.  

Use the MPH to build a new light-tree from s to D or use Dijkstra to build a lightpath from s to the root of the LOHT found in 

Step 2 in the optical layer, assign wavelength and add/drop ports to the light-tree or lightpath. If this succeeds, continue, else 

block r and end the Algorithm. 

Step 5.   

Reduce the available bandwidth of the LOHT by b.   

END 

 

Logical Tree Path Grooming (LTPH) Algorithm 

INPUT: CG, r(s, D, b) 

BEGIN 



Step 1.  

Generate a directed auxiliary graph (AG) with LLs which have at least available bandwidth b.  

Step 2.  

Using MPH to construct a logical tree from s to D in AG, if succeed, go to Step 4, else save this partially built logical tree and 

continue. 

Step 3.  

Using MPH algorithm in the optical layer to continue to build the logical tree from the partial logical tree to the destinations 

which are not reached by the partial logical tree to form a tree covering all the destinations in D and the source s, and assign 

wavelengths and add/drop ports to the new lightpaths, if succeed, continue, else block this multicast request. 

Step 4.   

Reduce the available bandwidth of all LLs in the logical tree by b  

END 

 

Logical Layer Grooming Sub-Algorithm 

INPUT: CG, r(s, D, b) 

OUTPUT: LOHTr 

BEGIN 

AD=D; groom flag = TRUE; 

WHILE AD ≠ Φ && groom flag DO 

Among all LOHTs of CG with a free bandwidth of at least b, find the one that can honor the maximum number of nodes in 

AD and whose set of leaves is a subset of AD. If more than one LOHT are found, choose the one whose root is s or whose root 

belongs to AD. If such a qualified LOHT cannot be found, set groom_flag to FALSE. 

Delete the destinations of the selected LOHT from AD. If the source of the LOHT is neither s nor belonging to AD, add the 

source of the LOHT into AD. 

Save this LOHT into LOHTr. 

END 

 

Build New Light-trees Sub-Algorithm 

INPUT: CG, r(s, D, b), LOHTr 

OUTPUT: NLTr 



BEGIN 

STEP 1:  

AG = Φ; 

FOR each LOHT of LOHTr DO 

 ADD the source and destinations of LOHT into AG. 

 FOR each node u of LOHT destinations DO 

ADD a directed edge into AG between the source of LOHT and u. 

STEP 2: 

Running depth_first_search(s) algorithm in AG, input the source s of r as start node, save all nodes connected to s into set S, 

including s. Put all the destinations which are not accommodated by LOHTr into set D’. 

STEP 3: 

AG = Φ; 

Construct an auxiliary graph AG, whose nodes are the nodes of CG and whose links are the links of optical layer of CG which 

have free wavelength. 

STEP 4:  

Run Dijkstra algorithm in AG to calculate shortest paths between any two nodes in optical layer of CG. 

STEP 5: 

 WHILE D’ is not empty DO 

Select one node u in set S and one node v in set D’, make sure shortest path between (u, v) is the shortest among all 

pairs between set S and set D’. Add all nodes traversed by the shortest path (except u) into set S, delete v from set D’. Save 

shortest path (u, v), all saved shortest paths may form several disconnected trees with different roots.  

STEP 6: 

 Save disconnected trees with different roots into NLTr. 

END 

 

Light-tree Division at Destination Branch Nodes (LTD-DBN) Sub-Algorithm 

INPUT: NLTr 

OUTPUT: NLTs 

BEGIN 

divide_flag=TURE; 



WHILE divide_flag DO 

one_divided =FALSE; 

 //Identify where to divide 

FOR each tree T of NLTr DO 

  FOR each destination d of T DO 

   IF out_degree(d) > 0 DO    

    //Divide light-tree from d 

Divide T into two trees from d, save two split trees into NLTr, and delete T from NLTr; 

one_divided =TRUE; 

BREAK;  

IF one_divided = =TRUE DO 

BREAK; 

 IF one_divided = =FALSE DO 

divide_flag = FALSE; 

NLTs= NLTr; 

END 

 

Light-tree Division-Adjacent Node Component (LTD-ANC) Sub-Algorithm 

INPUT: NLTr 

OUTPUT: NLTs 

BEGIN 

FOR each tree T of NLTr DO  

 split_flag =TRUE; 

 u is the root of T; 

WHILE split_flag DO 

  //Identify where to divide 

  IF out_degree(u) = = 1 DO 

   v is the adjacent node of u; 

   category = 4 if out_degree(v)= =0; 

   category = 3 if out_degree(v)>0; 



   IF out_degree(u) > 1 DO 

   category = 2; 

  FOR each adjacent node v of u DO 

   IF out_degree(v)>1 DO 

    category = 1; 

    BREAK; 

  //Divide component out of the tree 

According to category indicated, starting from u, divide the adjacent node component out of T, delete the links from 

T, save the component into a list NLTs.  

  IF num_edges (T) = = 0 DO 

split_flag = FALSE; 

END 
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